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The' present article is an attempt to solve some questions.
concerning the n^tural and art^.f^.cial production of sto4^ks Qf
Black 'Sëa sal^mon on the basis of a- study b.f its biology. The
s-tudies werp made in 1951 and 1952 under the auspicési' of the

, Georgian Branch, of-the Azov^;-13lack Sea Research. Institute for
FishèVies..and Oceanngraph,Y ( Azche;z-N7R0') and. in 1953 according to
a plan outlined by the Georgian Fish Protection and 14anagement
Service . (Gü uzrybvod ).,o

SYSTEMATIC POSITION OF THE BLACK SEA SAIMON

L. S. Berg referred the B:ï.ack Sea salmon to the Atlantic
species k-umzha 9 as one of the 3. subspecies -which he recognized for
the Ponto-Caspian-&,,al ichthyological. province--in conformity with
this view the Black Sea subspecies is named Salmo trutta labrax..o..z^ ^........^.
Pallas. To the same subspecies of kumzha Berĝ aT:so referrèd the
river trout inhabiting rivers of the Black Sea basin 9cori6;ideri.xig
them to be a non=anadromous river. Y'mo^.^°pha4° of thë anadromrius
kumzha. Anadromous salmonid fishes are considered by Berg, and

pr:imarilymmarinethe other ichthyologists who agree with h:im, to be
fishes which are adapted to reproduction in frësh water.' "The"" `
anadromous kumzha (salmon) is the basic type-, the freshwater riôn-
anadromous kizmzha (trou•t pis .a form which arose from itp-a "morpha"
distinguished by characteristics which are temporary in the sense
that i^t 'transm_Lts them to its progeny only if the external condi-
tions remain the same.

On the question of the evolution and genetic relationshi s of
the anadromous fo2^ms (salmon) and non-anadromous forms (trout-^ ôf'
the genus Salmo, I hold the opposite opinion, and regard them as
primari.ly.-frshwater fishes. The Black Sea salmon, and the brook
trout which !;Rhab'its the rivers of the Black Sea basin in which
the salmon x°eproduce and live one or two years of"their youth,
constitute two mutually connected f6rms of,_ existence of a single
subspecies of kumzha, which is a freshwater fish by nature, and
either takes the opportunity tQ leave the river and live in the
sea and return to the river for reproduction, or else remains for
the whole or part of its life in the river.

In line with this opinion I suggest that the Black Sea kumzha
must be 'named. Salmo fario labrax Pallas; its migratory [page 2361o
f©L^m--5; fara.o Tabra^x forma''trutta9 and its non-anadromous form--
S, fario la rax forma fa:r.° i.o. Thèse two forms do not, havè the
iFhara cer--â-f-sistematic ut s of the categôry of morphâe s.Z con-
sider that neither of them should be regarded as having been
derived from the other.

^Throughout this transl:atâ.on salmon = lôsos, trout = forel,
while kumzha is retained in'the Russian fox-nl.
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The origin of the anadromous form I consider to be'not a 
result of adaptation of a marine species to reproduction in fresh 
water, but anresult  of the extension of the feeding . migration 
of a freshwater species  out  to sea. It is more correct tû speak, 
not of the spawning migrations of the Black Sea salmon, but of the 
feeding migrations of the freshwater kumzha (tnneet).. -  Thus what is 
called the spawning migration of the salmon is really the return 
of migrant trout to their native medium for reproduction. 

THE  UNITY OF THE NON-ANADROMOUS AND ANADROMOUS 

, POPULATIONS OF BLACK SEA MMZHA 

It is a widely held and undisputed opinion - that the river 
life of the young is the decisive period - for the production - of 
stocks of salmonld fishes. The sea provides almost unlimited 
opportunities for increase in the numbers of salmonid - stocks, but 
these opportunities are limited by the survival of the young in .  
the river before.their migration to the sea. It would be expected 
therefore that  ail  of the young fish which hatch from the eggs 
laid in the river by female salmon and live there up to the 
necessary age, would go down to sea and swell the numbers of 
recruits to its salmonid stock. The whole key to the matter lies 
in the hatching of the young and their  protection  up to that 
particular moment. The fry output depends on the number of 
spawners coming bac to spawn and on the size of the spawning area 
and its preserntion--that is  on the aggregate of non-biological 
and biological conditions affecting the development of the eggs 
and the life of the young fish up to the time of their seaward 
migration. 

My observations and studies lead to the conclusion that 
 among the factors influencing the natural production of salmonid 

stocks, great importance should be attached to the factor of 
mlgration  to sea, something which haa not been considered up to 
this time. --Under this head I include the conditions of river life 
which stimulate, or prevent, the seaward migration of young 
salmonids which have attained the necessary age. Not all the 
surviving progeny of salmon migrate to sea and become recruits to 
the anadromous stock; part of them remain in the river and assume 
the condition of the non-anadromous population. On the other 
hand, from the eggs laid by a female non-anadromous trout there 
may also come individuals which go to sea and change over into 
anadromous salmon, as well as individuals which remain in the 
river and retain the characteristics of the freshwater form--the 
trout. 

As a result, both the reproduction ofthe salmon, that is, of 
migrants returning to the river, and the reproduction of the 
trou thenon-anadromous indiYiduals of this same kumea--I. 



regard as a single source for the reproduction of uoth, that i^ ^
of young fish among which in the first year the Ature migrants
cannot be distinguished. They are all a completely homogeneous,
mass--the fingerling kumzhaa The sex ratio in this age-group is
161.

The united river stock of Black Sea kwgha becomes s^.^parated
into two parts^-non^anadzwomous and anadromousmmusually in its
second year of li.Leo

Th^.^ migratory instinct in WSS1t,àha is ti,^ a considerable degree

associated with sex; it is predomimntlï the ^°r,emalE^s which migrate
to 5ea, while the majority of the mates rem.ain in the rivera Were
they quickly attai'w ts^e.?mal T'.f^^,?tur?a.t''Y o.&wng dC+wstream migrants

of the Ghernan River the fema:71.^.^ ry comprise $8% and the males 12%.
This is also approximately the sex ratio in the stocks of*
migratory salmon returning to the river for ppawning : on the
average over a period of years in the ChearonaQ River stock there
were 85% Temalez:_a.nd lj males0 The reverse ra^^^o is found in the
nonmanadromauab hernah River population: 74% males and 26%
females.

Epage 2373 From this I have draw the conclusion f hat the
dynamics ca^.9 salmonid stocks in the Black Sea are determined not
only by the reproduction of the salmon and the survival of their
^oung fl but also by the reproduction of the trout and the factors
M9'.ch stimulate (or alternativelyfl discourage) downstream migra-
tion of the ;^^oung fish to the sea* (Bag ach fl 1952).

The fact that in the salmon and trout spawning rivers there
always remains a part of tvha . ^^ttmg:: f 11 sh a these being recruited
to the non-madromeus population--a sort of u"QiAC&serve :
of salmon.Ww..gi* so us reason to believe that the seaward migra-
tion factors are of decca_sive linp 6 r`t ance in the production of the

By them is determined the quaMitativ^.̂ ratio in
Mich the separation of the common stock of young fish into non-
aya.adromma and aAadremous portions occurs i^^^^ different rivers and
A different yeag sf, or in other v^ord^.^, it determines the dynamics

of
y.

of abundance 1m^3 bot h types.

Among the factors affecting.. migrationfl hydrological condi-
tions, and particularly food ^onditionse must have considerable
importance. In W time I have obperved a since 1g49fl an increase
in the number of females in the composition of the non-anadre ►mous
population of the Chernan Rivera SsLj:dicating a weakening o^:° the
rnigratory tendency. Along with this I have demonstrated a marked
decline in the ponlation of the Cherna^^ River as the result of
an intensive fishery for trout during those yearso M may
postulate that the improved food conditions resulting from the
decrease in abundance of the population has been a factor which
has reduced migration to the sea fl' and consequently that i.nerease
in abundance (overpopulation) All lead to increase in migration.
TVs downstream migration t^.̂ the sea serves as aregula^or of



aburSdance of the salm.onid population of the ÿ 3.verla (Barach, 1952).

Consequently I consider that -the departure to sea of a part
of the salmonid population 3.s necessary, in the usual sense of
that wo°y â. fl and is governed by the fact that the food ^suppl:;^' of the
river is .1.ni:7^^,.^..ro.^.-C:.^..(ea^.tt for the TFI^^!C/.ïiCs population. In the river

there remain only as many as it can pro-vide food for. The
individuals vuhi ch rerrai n. in -the i:°it4er do not attaixz the size which
the seaward migrants do, but in the, third year of life they t oo
mature and begin to reproduv'e; o A part of those which have once
been semua.i,ly mature, also, can swim ^-.^ut '€;o sea and transform
into anadror^6ous kumzha.

The already -^ire^.^,vl^:^^o^,rs, fa^^^.^ °t-^hat sexually mature ^^"oui, can
migz^ate to ^,ra t^,.t^c? i,rarzs_Corm ir.'ai>A ane-drorn.r,us, kua^.zha Iliad ^ ry_F;
possible fo:.^ Dahl to speak of replenishment of the k.umzha stock
in the sea by river trovat. Accepting the relevance of the facts
oul;1.ined, I suggest that for the rr3.o-s:, part the rec:;-°a.Ltnlent of
trout t a the salmonid stocks in the Black ;:-.:a i s determined by the
Ldegree of I yeawa^.^d migration of -^he young fish which are the
common stock of recruits for both the ::^almon and the trout popula-
tions associated with any given river,

SPAWNING MIGRATION OF THE ANADROMOUS KUMZHA

In view of the scarcity and rather low fecundity of the
females in the freshwater population and the incomparably greater
fecundity of the females of the anadromous kumzha n we must
consider that the natural reproduction of the salmon and trout
populations is maintained mainly by females of the anadromous
form.

The approach of kumzha to-the Abkhazii coast begins at the
end of February; at this time scattered individuals appear, which
are not yet entering the river. Throughout March and April there
is an accumulation of anadromous kumzha in the region just off
the mouths of the rivers, and in April their entry into the river
beglns. Toward the end of May the approach of new masses of
kumzha to the coasts of Abkhazi^a falls off and in June it e'nds,
and the catches in the sea fall off abruptly. Toward the middle
of July the main bulk of the anadromous salmon are in the rivers--
in the sea there are none (possibly oodasional examples escape
enumeration ) ,

As regards the sex composition of the Black Sea anadromous
kumzha it i s typi c;al , as mentioned above, to have invariably an
excess of females over males--often quite markedly developed:
[page 2381 in the LheA°naa.â River stock the females comprised on
the average 88% (in different years frc;rr►. ;'6 to 100%), in the Kodor
River stock they amounted to 65% (from 53 to 77%), and in the
Bzyb River 63% (from 53 to '71%).



The Black Sea kumzha attain sexual maturity and go up to 
epawn for the most part in their third year (age 2+) 9  after one 
(frequently incomplete) year of life in the sea. Only a few 
individuals from among the late-leaving young 9  after remaining in 
the river longer and moving to sea during the winter or spring at 
the start of their third year of life 9  become sexually mature and 
go up to spawn for the most part at the beginning of their fourth 
year 9  at age 3+. 

The composition of the spawning stocks is indicated in the 
following table [see next page]. 

It is characteristic of Black Sea salmon to have early sexual 
maturity and to spawn annually. Amon  g first-spawning indiliiduals, 
more than 80% are third year fish (24.) and about 20% are individu 
ale  at the start of their fourth year of life (3 -0. Yearly 
repetition of spawning is associated apparently with short migra-
tion routes, which do not require a great expenditure of energy 
and permit the kelts to return quickly to the sea after spawning, 
and easily and rapidly recuperate their strength for a new 
spawning. 

The functional fecundity of the females of the Chernaià River 
stock, on the average for 5 years (1947-1950) 9  was 8 9 500 eggs per 
female; the average number varied in different years from  7,500  to 
10 9 500 9  indiyi4ual variation was from 2 9 500 to 15 9 500 eggs. Two 
extwtional examples which I Observed were a female 81 cm long 
with  23,200  eggs 9  and one 79 cm long with 19,400 eggs. 

The magnitude of the functional fecundity of the Chernafà 
River females is very close to their absolute fecundity 9  since the 
eggs in these years were obtained by opening females caught alive 
before the eggs were loose. 

The average functional fecundity of the Bzyb and Kodor River 
females »  taken by spear after the eggs were running 9  that is 9  when 
there had been some loss of eggs 9  was lower 9  namely  6,300  and 
7 9 400 eggs. Their absolute fecundity naturally was no less than 
that of the Chernarà River fish. 

GROWTH OF THE YOUNG BLACK SEA KUMZHA AND THEIR 

DOWNSTREAM MIGRATION 

The hatching of the fry from the eggs, which takes place in 
the Chernafà River at a temperature of 9-10 9  occurs during 
December and January and lasts sometimes into the first days of 
February. Up to 70%  of the fry hatch at the middle fpage 239] of 
January, the remainder in the second half of January. Eggs 
develop under the same temperature conditions in the greater ,  part 
of the spawning grounds of the Bzyb and Kodor Rivers. The 
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beginnjng of free [individuainalà] life in the Black Sea kumzha in 
the rivers of the Abkhazin coast occursat the start of the year. 

Toward the end of the year the fingerlings have attained a 
fork length fpc Smitu] from 9 te 13 (12.8) cm (av. 10.4 cm) and a 
weight or 70 to 35 g (ay. 25 g). The growth in length of the 
salmon (trout) fingerlings in the Ohernarà River is characteristi-
cally reipid and uniform. 

At the beginning of their second summer the yearlings have 
attained, by direct measurement, 9.0-16.6 cm (ay. 12.1 cm); by 
back caLculation from the scales of downstream migrants caught in 
the Chernarà River their length varies ncom 8.7 tie, 15.9 cm 
(av. 1105 cm). 

The increase during the winter of their first year and spring 
of their second is about 3o-35%. The average length of the body 
of yearlings (10 in April and May varies fram 14.5 to 20.0 cm 
(ay. 17.1 cm) (to the fork of the tail). On the scales there can 
be distinguished an internal ring with a number of sclerites from 
16 to 20 (ay. 18) corresponding to the complete first year 
including the winter, and an external spring ring of the second 
year, in which up to April there are 5 -7 sclerites in all. 

The transformation of Ohernarà River parr to the migratory 
stage begins in the spring of their second year. Among the smolts 
in spring there are encountered individuals with a body length of 
14 cm, a majority have a length from 17 to 21 cm. In October the 
yearlings (smolts) have reached a fork length of 17.4-25.1 cm 
(ay. 20.7 cm) and a weight of 60-160 g (ay. 90.3 g). Among the 
downstream migrants sampled tuchtennyei in 1951 in the Chernarà 
River, those of April and May comprise 21%, those  in  july were 18% 
and in October 61%. The length of all the sampled migrants was 
from 14 to 26 cm (ay. 19.3 cm); among them 77% were between 16 to 
22 cm. The length of the smoits caught during May and June in the 
sea was from 14 to 30 cm (ay. 20.6 cm). By back calculation from 
the catches of migrating salmon we obtained the sama average 
fsmolt] length 20.2 cm (from 9 to 40 cm, of which 75% are from 
16 to 26 cm). 

The downstream migration of the young of the Black Sea kumzha 
begins in the spring and lasts throughout the summer and autumn. 
Towards winter apparently all the smoits have left for the sea. 

Ail  of the Black Sea anadromDus kumzha--the salmon--end their 
river life during their second year, and migrate to sea at age 1+. 
So short a period of river life in this form is associated with 
the rapid rate of growth, which in turn is related to the tempera-
ture conditions and, apparently, good feeding conditions in the 
nursery rivers. 



NVl7RAr W ATIFICIM PRODUCTION OF THE STOCKS

Production of stocks of Black Sea kulY=.zha is fav'ourad by the
f ollowing factors^ 1) large extent of the spawing a^.^ea a in which
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of `ne
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on the reddsto Ancreased protection for the salm.cnid.s In the
spawning rivers9elimiriation of poa ching , and regulation of the
trout fishing industry, A°"-,l gradi.a.a:^ ^ y improve the aituat:x,onâ but
all of thi s ro ^c.^XY s^:tt^ c^ ` a"= n^.^3 ^.,6..1:g t he e sto cks up t.d r;;s the ^ S'^ tr le+^^,.^, at ^h^..^.^h
salmon in the Black Sea will become of commercial importande.

The hatchery of the Chcrna^.^^. River Station is supposed to
take 4009000 eggs yearly for incubation, and to release all of the
product, among which young fish of migd2aV size should "er
$2,000 pieces. Commercial returns are expected to the number of
25%athat is9 about 209500 pieces or 800,1000 centners of salmono
However for fish cultural work on such a scale the size of the
rearing facilit:^^o of the hatchery are iya.sufficient,

Reviewing the results of rGaring young - salrn.on in ponds on
natural foods, B. I. Cherfas came to the conclusion that W th
correct choi c e of ponds and the proyision of measures which permit
the rearing of a food fry,u„r^+.a for the ;yoa^r^ a ^ ^-^^,e ^;^,d^.e^t^.`^^e . ^^^atp^.^ .̀^.
can be taken as 100-120 kg per hectare* ^( Cherfas: 1950P p. 224)o

In our establishment there is only 0.76 hectare of ponds,
which are far from being well adapted to introducing an in'€éF'nai--
fied cultural program. A the rate of production mentioned by
Gxaerfas9we could anticipate obtaining from the existing pond
area

9°.
.^ o2 kg of product, At the u6ual average weight of migrant

young Black Sea salmon (at the beginning of the sWizrng of its
second year) this will give 1800 Hwh in place of the antici-

pated 82,000.

As far as I know, artificial rearing of salmonid young to the
smolt stage is no%F.re practised in o9x.r hatr,heriesa Even the
rearing of fingerling salmon has not got beyond the stage of
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experimental work. In view of this the projected results of the
Chernaa River hatchery seem to me unreasonable. For the present
the rearing of salmonid ywang can consist onldp of experimental
efforts, divorced from production assignment s. In any event ,in
the years immediately ahead the productive activity of the Chernaid
River hatchery can consist only of the release of young at the fry
stage. But to •3 mpr esve the fa-trom°able effect of this it is
necessary to increase the collection of eggs for incubation as
much as possible.

Do•o.bits exist concerning the usefulness of rearing salmon by
release of the product in the fry stage. I believe that even this
measure can be very much more effective than natural reproduction:
with artificial fertilization and incubation the loss of eggs is
many times less than with natural spawning. Therefore the favour-
abi.e effect of releasing fry may be regarded as certain. The
whole matter depends on the scale of the work--the number of eggs
obtained for incubation.

There is one further considerations the level of release of
young into the river is limited by the food resources of the
latter. The observations which I made earlier give reason for
believing that the abundance of the salmonid population of the
river is regulated by the degree of migration downstream to the
sea 4 and that adding to the level of the population in the river
will not lead to overpopulation but to an increàse in downstream
migration, and consequently to an increase in the abundance of the
migratory stock at the expense of the freshwater stock. From the
point of view of production of salmon stocks, this seems to me a
favourable faotoro

[page 2411 Rowever, I do not suggest limiting our efforts in
producing sal.mon. stocks solely to the release of the maximum num-
ber of fry in the Chernaird River, leaving everything else as it
is. Consid.ering the river as a site for rearing the young fish to
the age of migration, and the sea as a foraging water; and con-
sidering that some part of the young fish g after reaching this age,
do not migrate to sea but remain in the river and constitute an
unutilized reserve of potential salmon s we should make it our
obj e ot.'ta`Achiev-e-,the maximum departure of.young to the sea for.
feedingd This objective can be achieved by an annual fishing-out
of the river and transplanting the young fish to sea--the second-
year salmon/tr out--and also some of the sexually mature trout.
Part of the sexually mature trout retained must be. put in holding
ponds for utilization as spawners (of this, more below), and the
remainder can b e used commercially. This annual fishing-out of
the river will result in improved conditions for rearing the young
fish and will increase their survival rate.

Thus 8 in fact, we do not objecte to rearing young fish to the
age of migration, but we propose to do this under natural condi-
tions in the Chernal`a River. Because of its rather short length
(1$-20 km), the Chernasâ River can be used as a rearing water for
the Chernaid River fish hatchery if the latter is provided vsrith_ '



the necessary equi pment for the proposed management measures.
This wi ll give better results than using rearing ponds at the
hatcherysw=.th les s expenditure of labour and materials.

To increase the collection of eggs appears to me quite prac-
tical. The size of the salmonoid spawning stocks of the ChernAâ9
Bzyb and Kodor Rivers makes it possi;'I?:iW to c,ount on a cons:i.d.ara^.̂ rly
larger colle -ct:ion of eggs than, at the present t^^imea In ad.d.itiona
we may and we rrAus-a°^ use as spa-mners the non-anadromous trout--kumzha
(the reason for this was given a%aove ) o -1ox any event , f ert:3.liza-
tion of sa:'̂ ..rnqn, eggs by the rnl,lt of the male trout not only
permissible (and -anc'ier conditions unavoâ.de.ble ), but it is also
desirable. We have in mind the studies of Darwin., as elaborated
by 1. V. Miayhurin9on. the °w mprrrtance^ of c.rcso,;:1ng males and females.
(of a single specî.es )•which differ in respect to plape and condi-
tions of feed,3.ng aor origin. The recommended heteroopermqus
fertilization is possible for us only by uSing ma.X-e trout,

Thus at the present time a system of fish-cultural measures
for i si ^^g stocks of salmon for the z";5.,she,ry in the Black Sea
mtxst include,in my opi;caion9 the following:

1) GPollection and incubation of salmon and trout eggs^ in., the
largest numbers possible- 2) release into the Chernaid River of'
their product at the fry stage, or as fingerlings 1-42 months old;
3) catching in the river and transportation to the sea of seeon&-
year salmon/trout and, to some extent, of mature trout. These
measures must be continued for as long as the problem remains
unsolved of rearing young fish in ponds and 'basins of the Cherna:fa
River hatchery. to the downstream migrant stage, or at least to the
[autumn 7 fingerling stage. But I believe it is very likely that
rearing the young fish in the Chernail River, -w3.,th yearly trans-
portation of these young to the sea 9 will. always be more economic.

The proposed basic plan for fish--cultural measures to increase
the stocks of Black Sea kumzha gives high priority to the following
scientific research work:

1) perfection of the biological techniques of holding spawners;

2) study of the embryonic development of kumzha under the con-
ditions of incubation that prevai 1. in the Cherna.^a River hatchery;

[page 2423 3) a comparative study of the survival of eggs of
salmon, trout, and their cross, and the hardiness of the young of
these different origins;

4) study of the Cherna:fa River as a nursery water for the
hatchery, the life of the young fish In the river, and the dynamics
of their downstream migration;

5) study of the marine migrations of kamzhas and their return
as oommer cialpsize stock.
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